
4th Grade AMI work for weeks April 20-May 22.

Complete the task for each day. Then color the square once completed. 
-

C A T 0 B 

April 20-24 Apr.27-May 1 May4-8 May 11-15 May 18-22 Extra 

Work 
... -

Read a book Go on a virtual Make $10.00 Write your full Create and Play Reflex 
and describe a field trip to ten different name in cursive 5 solve 5 Math. 
character in 4 any place in ways and times. subtraction 

sentences. Arkansas. explain. word problems 
Write 4 Write the total 

sentences number of 
about what vowels. 
you learned. 

Create a board Make a list of Read a book Write your B's Write a letter Write what 
or card game. as many words outside. and 9's to your you miss 
Read a book using the Draw a picture multiplication teacher. about 

for 10 letters in of a character facts. Go on a walk school. 
minutes. quarantine. you could add with a family 

to the book. member. 

Make as many Write about a Look at the Make a card for a Write one Make a list 
numbers as T.V. show you clouds. What family member. thing you have of new 

you can using have watched. types of clouds Make sure you learned from vocabulary 
the following 3 Write 3 do you see? capitalize and being out of words you 

digits ... 369. sentences Identify 1 type punctuate. school. see on a 
of cloud and 

Write them in about the write 3 facts cereal box. 
expanded setting. about that type 

form. of cloud. 
Write as many Create a word Write down Name 3 things How many Write a 
adjectives as search using the time you you can use to ways can you letter to 

you can the 12 months went to bed make an make 75 cents? one of your 
describing of the year. and the time instrument. classmates. 

social you got up. Draw a diagram Explain 
distancing. How many of the 

hours did you instrument. 
sleep? Explain 

Create and Write your 3's Make up a Imagine and Choose 2 Read a 
solve 3 and 7's multiplication illustrate a brand numbers& book in 

multiplication multiplication fact song. new type of write a your 
word facts 3 times. transportation multiplication favorite 

problems. for the future. word problem. spot. 
Make sure Explain your 

punctuation is answer. 
correct. 

Student name: _____ _ Parent Signature: ______ _ 


